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Abstract. The overall goal of this paper is to devise a flexible and
declarative query language for specifying or describing particular knowl-
edge discovery scenarios. We introduce one such language, called IQL.
IQL is intended as a general, descriptive, declarative, extendable and
implementable language for inductive querying that supports the min-
ing of both local and global patterns, reasoning about inductive queries
and query processing using logic, as well as the flexible incorporation of
new primitives and solvers. IQL is an extension of the tuple relational
calculus that includes functions as primitives. The language integrates
ideas from several other declarative programming languages, such as pat-
tern matching and function typing. We hope that it will be useful as an
overall specification language for integrating data mining systems and
principles.

1 Introduction

The area of inductive databases [8], inductive query languages, and constraint-
based mining [1] has promised a unifying theory and framework for reasoning
about data mining principles and processes, which should also result in powerful
inductive query languages for supporting complex data mining tasks and scenar-
ios. The key idea is to treat patterns and models as first-class citizens that can
be queried and manipulated. The slogan: “From the user point of view, there
is no such thing as real discovery, just a matter of the expressive power of the
available query language” has been advocated.

There has been a lot of progress in the past few years witnessed by the intro-
duction of several inductive query languages, such as MINE RULE [12], MSQL
[9], DMQL [7] and XMine [3]; Microsoft’s Data Mining Extensions (DMX) of
SQL Server [16]; the algebra of the 3W model [10]; the query language of the
SINDBAD project [11]; the logic based query languages of MolFEA [13] and
LDL-Mine [6], which all have contributed new insights: MINE RULE, MSQL,
DMQL and XMine focus on the derivation of either frequent itemsets or associa-
tion rules; notation wise, these languages are extensions of the industry standard
SQL language. Microsoft’s SQL server includes a larger set of algorithms, and
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provides an interface for learning, clustering and applying a wider range of data
mining algorithms, including association rules, decision trees and Bayesian net-
works; however, it does not provide a framework for reusing frequent itemsets,
or for specifying additional constraints. Similar to Microsoft’s SQL server, also
SINDBAD provides an extension of SQL, in which data mining algorithms are
included as functions that transform relations into relations, but only little at-
tention is devoted to the use of constraints. The approach of Calders et al. [4],
on the other hand, concentrates mainly on the specification of constraints. The
algebra of the 3W model supports association rule discovery as well as learning
rule based classifiers, but focuses more on postprocessing than on the specifica-
tion of constraints. The language of MolFEA allows for the discovery of patterns
under constraints, and is more abstract, but does not integrate classification or
clustering algorithms. LDL-Mine is similar in spirit to our proposal, but takes
Datalog as its starting point and is less focused on the representation of con-
straints. The data mining algebra and the Datalog++ foundations of LDL-Mine
are sufficiently complete to represent data mining algorithms themselves. Rele-
vant is finally also the study of Siebes [15] concerned with upgrading relational
algebra operators, such as selection and projection, to data mining models.

Despite this plethora of languages, there is still no comprehensive theory of
inductive querying or a unifying query language that is powerful yet simple. In
this paper, we propose the inductive query language IQL, which addresses some
of the limitations of existing approaches, and integrates many of the ideas that
have been proposed in the aforementioned papers, such as the use of data as
a bridge [11], the conception of domains as virtual relations [4], and the use of
logic as a query language [13]. In contrast to earlier work, the overall goal of
this research is to devise a flexible and declarative query language for specifying
KDD scenarios.

We designed IQL with the following goals with in mind:

– to provoke discussion on inductive query languages;
– to encompass a rich variety of data mining tasks, including: local pattern

mining over different domains, clustering, classification, regression as well as
probabilistic modeling;

– to integrate models as first-class citizens of the database;
– to support reasoning about queries, their execution and their optimization;
– to integrate data mining primitives in a database language; as database

language we employ an extension of the tuple relational calculus rather than
SQL because this allows us to focus more on the principles of the language
than on the syntax, but our ideas extend to many other languages;

– to design an extendable language, in which other researchers can describe
and possibly implement their constraints, primitives and approaches; if this
succeeds, IQL might become a unifying description or specification language
for data mining;

– to design an implementable language, even though we wish to stress that –at
this point– we are not concerned with the efficiency of the resulting system
but rather with the underlying principles.
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The final language that we have in mind is very general, and includes for instance
existentially and universally quantified formulas. At this point it is an open
question if this very general language is implementable. For restrictions that
we will point out throughout the paper, we will show that it can indeed be
implemented. IQL under these restrictions will be referred to as simplified IQL
(sIQL).

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an intuitive introduction
to our query language; Section 3 introduces IQL in more detail. We discuss
how IQL can be implemented in Section 4. Within IQL we believe that certain
primitives should be supported. These are provided in Section 5. We sketch what
kind of reasoning is supported by IQL in Section 6. A scenario is described in
Section 7. A brief investigation of the possibilities to integrate IQL in other query
languages is provided in Section 8. Finally we conclude in Section 9.

Given that IQL is a query language, there are many similarities between IQL
and other languages for writing programs or queries. We choose to point out
these relations throughout the whole paper, instead of including an additional
section for related work.

2 Some Example Queries

The best way to introduce the ingredients of a language, and hence also those of
IQL, is by providing some examples. IQL is derived from and extends the query
language we introduced earlier [13]. An example inspired on that language, but
rewritten in IQL is:

create table R as

{< pattern : S, freq1 : freq(S, D1), freq2 : freq(S, D2) > | S ∈ Sequence ∧
S � “C − H − 0 − n” ∧ freq(S, D1) = 0 ∧ freq(S, D2) ≥ 1 }.

This query generates a relation in which the tuples consist of sequential patterns
and their frequency in datasets D1 and D2. Furthermore, all patterns must occur
at least once in dataset D2, must not occur in D1 and must be more general than
(i.e., a substring of) “C −H −O −n” . This query thus corresponds to a typical
local pattern mining step. By convention, we write variables and relations with
capitals.

As a second example, consider

create view R′ as { T + < target : apply(D, T ) > |
D ∈ DecisionTree[< A : integer, B : integer >, < C : string >] ∧

C4.5(D, R) ∧ T ∈ R }.

This query creates a view R′, which extends the relation R with the attribute
target. The value of target is the prediction made by a decision tree generated
by C4.5 on the projection of R on the attributes A, B and C (as the class
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attribute). So, this query does not only generate a decision tree but also applies
it to a data set, which corresponds – in part – to a cross-over operation.

These two examples illustrate the following key ingredients of IQL:

– queries are generating relations of the form { tuple | condition (tuple) };
– IQL is an extension of the relational tuple calculus;
– the result of a query is a relation, hence, the closure property is satisfied;
– the values of the tuples can be complex, e.g. sequences, functions, etc.; we also

allow for operations such as “+” and “-” on tuples, which add, respectively
remove attributes from tuples;

– the logical connectives ∧, ∨, ¬ are permitted; (in sIQL, we do not allow ∨;)
– IQL is able to employ functions; for instance, freq(P, D), which computes

the frequency of the pattern P in the dataset D;
– IQL employs a typing system; for instance, the decision tree D maps tuples

with attributes A and B onto their classes C;
– as in [4] a virtual relation represents a domain, for instance, DecisionTree;
– as in the language by [13], there are some built-in predicates such as �,

which denotes generality, and freq(P, D);
– calls to specific algorithms, such as C4.5, can be integrated; this may be

realized using pattern matching, cf. Section 5.

Let us now define these ingredients in a more formal manner.

3 Manipulation of Data

To manipulate data as well as pattern and functions, we shall employ an exten-
sion of the tuple relational calculus. The tuple relational calculus is a standard
theoretical query language for relational databases [5,14]. By using the relational
calculus, we keep the desirable closure property: the result of each query is a re-
lation. Furthermore, the relational calculus is based on logic and is therefore
declarative.

Essential in the relational model is that data is stored in relations, each of
which consists of a set of tuples. A tuple is an expression of the form < n1 :
v1, . . . , nk : vk > where ni is an attribute, and vi a value out of the domain Di

of the attribute ni, e.g. the tuple < a : 0, b : 1 >. For reasons of convenience,
we allow tuples to be joined or subtracted using the + and − symbols 1. The
schema of a tuple is denoted by < n1 : D1, . . . , nk : Dk >. For instance, in the
above example, this is < a : boolean, b : boolean >. A relation is then a set of
tuples over a particular schema, e.g. R = { < a : 0, b : 1 >, < a : 1, b : 0 > }.
We will also say that the type of a relation is {< n1 : D1, . . . , nk : Dk >}. In
tuple relational calculus, variables range over tuples in relations.

The syntax of the tuple relational calculus is then defined as follows. A query
is an expression of the form {T |q}, where T is a tuple and q is a formula.

1 For simplicity we shall assume that no clashes occurs (as e.g. in < temp : 5 > + <
temp : 6 >).
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A formula is usually built from the traditional connectives ∧, ∨ and ¬, and
contains variables that can be quantified using the ∃ and ∀ quantifiers. In sIQL,
we restrict ourselves to formulas without the ∀ quantifier and ∨ connective. The
following atoms are allowed:

– atoms of the form e1θe2, where θ ∈ {≥, ≤, >, <, =, 
=} and ei is a term.
Constants, attributes a of tuples T (denoted by T.a) and tuples with one
attribute can be used as terms;

– T ∈ R, where T is a tuple variable, and R is a relation.

From a data mining perspective, a dataset is conceived as a set of tuples, each
of which contains information about an example. One crucial aspect of IQL is
that we allow for arbitrary domains. For instance, we shall consider the domain
of graphs, sequences, . . . For such domains, there will typically be special built-in
operators such as for instance the generality or covers relation � stressed by [13].
Similarly, we can conceive a pattern set as a set of tuples, each of which contains
a pattern.

Even though we assume that the inductive database conceptually deals with
domains such as graphs or sequences, this does not mean that we claim that
an inductive database should be able to store such structures entirely in an
attribute. For instance, an attribute in the graph domain could also be imple-
mented as an identifier pointing to another relation storing the real graphs. At
this point, we abstract from implementation details, such as how objects are
incorporated or implemented, and essentially only assume that they can be ma-
nipulated and passed on using IQL calculus.

A crucial extension is that we allow for functions. To achieve this, we propose
the use of a typing system which includes the following types:

– basic types;
Examples: integer, float, boolean

– complex types;
Examples: decisionTree, itemset

– a tuple type <>, which is taken on by every tuple. We can specialize this
type; if τ1, . . . , τn are types, and λ1, . . . λn are identifiers,

< λ1 : τ1, . . . , λn : τn >

specifies tuples that contain at least the given attributes; so, we constrain
tuples to a certain schema;
Examples: < pattern:itemset,support:integer >, < tree:decisiontree,
acc : float >

– if τ is the type of a tuple, then
{τ}

is the type of a relation of tuples of this type;
Examples: {<>}, {< pattern:itemset,support:integer >}

– a schema type, which allows one to pass on a list of attribute identifiers to
a function; so, the expression < A : integer, B : integer > is of type schema.
Example: schema
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– if τ is a complex type and θ1, . . . , θn are tuple types, then

τ [θ1, . . . , θn]

is a parameterized type; in contrast to functional programming languages,
the parameter types are not intended to allow for generic programming;
θ1, . . . , θn are intended to associate to a model the schema of the data it was
learned from, which could be used later on to constrain the applications of
the model;
Example: decisionTree[< A:integer,B:integer >, < C:string >]
In this example, < A:integer,B:integer > is the set of attributes that are
used to perform predictions by the decision tree, and < C:string > is the
attribute that is predicted by the tree.

Using these types, we can now specify what the signature of a function is:

(σ1, . . . , σn) → θ,

where σi is an input parameter type and θ is a return value type. In addition
to the <> type, we will also allow variables in signatures, denoted by α, β, . . ..
These variables represent the type <>, but take on the schema of the tuple or
relation that is passed to the function. The idea is that they can be used to
express further constraints on the schemas of relations that are passed on to a
function.
Examples

– apply : (decisionT ree[α, β], γ) → integer (α ⊆ γ)
This signature defines a function that applies a decision tree to a tuple in a
relation. The variables α, β and γ in this signature, which are used in stead
of the general <> type, can be used to express additional constraints. In
this case, it is required that the input attributes of the decision tree should
occur in the relation to which it is applied.

– join : ({α}, {β}, schema[γ]) → {α + β} (γ ⊆ α, γ ⊆ β)
This signature defines a function that takes two relations as input, and a
set of attribute identifiers that are common to both relations, and produces
a relation in which tuples are joined on these common attributes. In this
notation, γ takes on the tuple schema that is passed as parameter to the
function.

As we allow for functions, we can also easily deal with predicates, by conceiv-
ing predicates as functions with boolean return type. Functions and predicates
are incorporated in IQL by allowing expressions of the form f(e1, . . . , en) where
f is a function and the ei are expressions with types that should satisfy the con-
straints specified in the signature of the function. These expressions can occur
in atoms, as well as in tuples, as they denote particular values.
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As illustrated by the join function, the inclusion of functions in IQL means
that many common operations of the relational algebra can be implemented.
IQL is however more powerful than the traditional relational algebra to which
additional operators are added. A query which can be expressed in IQL is

{D + T |D ∈ R ∧ T ∈ f(D)},

for some relation R and function f that returns a relation. In this query, we
iterate over one relation, and apply an operator on each tuple in the relation,
resulting in a relation for that particular tuple.

The final elements of IQL are:

– in addition to types, we also allow for the definition of type classes, which are
similar to those found, for instance, in the functional programming language
Haskell. Concretely, a type class specifies a set of function headers in which
the class is a parameter. A type can only be an instance of a class iff all
these functions are implemented for the type.
Examples: For the class classifier, we can require that the function apply :
(classifier[α, β], γ) → integer
exists. The classifier type can be used for instance for relations containing
multiple types of classifiers; still, we can apply the common operation apply
to all of them.

– we introduce a virtual relation of schema {< element:τ >} for every complex
type τ (similar to [4]). These relations are necessary to define the pattern
type or model type of interest;
Example: {T |T ∈ Itemset ∧ freq(T, D) ≥ 10}
Here, the schema of Itemset is {< element:itemset >}. Observe that we
capitalize the first letter of the type name when used as a relation.

– we allow new relations to be created that contain the result of a query, and
we allow for the definition of functions; views are special functions without
arguments.
Examples
create function f(id : Int) as { t − < id > | t ∈ D ∧ t.id = id }
create table F as { < pattern : S, id : V.id, freq : freq(S, f(V.id)) > |

V ∈ ID ∧ S ∈ Sequence ∧ freq(S, f(V.id)) ≥ 10 };
Here ID and D are relations in the database.

4 Evaluation of Queries

Given that our language supports statements such as ‘create table’ that modify
the state of the inductive database, our language can be considered imperative.
Still, the queries themselves are more declarative in nature, and the question
rises as to how we can evaluate them. An important property of our language
is that it supports both declarative and procedural mechanisms for specifying
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queries. Assume that we have an algorithm for learning decision trees2, then we
can represent this using a function

dtLearner : ({α}, schema[β], schema[γ]) → {< tree : decisionT ree[β, γ] >}
(β ⊆ α, γ ⊆ α);

the decision tree learner takes as input the relation for which a decision tree is to
be learned, and furthermore, the identifiers of attributes that are used as inputs
and class attribute, respectively. It produces a relation containing decision trees
(in most cases, only one decision tree). This function can be used in a query such
as

create table T as dtLearner(R, < A : integer >, < B : string >)

Alternatively, we could also define a function

isLearnedTree : ({α}, decisionT ree[β, γ]) → boolean (β ⊆ α, γ ⊆ α),

which succeeds if a decision tree has been learned from certain data by an algo-
rithm. This function can be used to allow for the query

create table T as
{T |T ∈DecisionTree[< A : integer >, < B : string >]∧isLearnedTree(D, T )}.

The main idea behind the evaluation of our query language is to rewrite the
declarative query into its procedural form, not unlike the way that relational
calculus is rewritten in relational algebra. We can achieve this through the pat-
tern matching principle that is common in many declarative programming lan-
guages, such as Prolog and Haskell, but clearly, the pattern matching system of
IQL must be more powerful than the systems used in these languages. It is an
open question as to how powerful the pattern matching system for (full) IQL
should be, but to illustrate that evaluation by pattern matching is possible, we
will show this for the simplified IQL in the remainder of this section.

In sIQL, we propose to drive the pattern matching system by declarations of
the following form:

{T1 + · · · + Tn|φ} ≡ f,

where φ is a conjunctive formula of the form φ = {T1 ∈ R1 ∧ . . .∧Tn ∈ Rn ∧a1 ∧
. . . ∧ am}; R1, . . . , Rn are relations and a1, . . . , am are atoms; on the righthand
side of the declaration a function call f is given. As an example, we can have
the following declaration:

{T |T ∈ decisionTree[B, G], isLearnedTree(D, T )} ≡ dtLearner(D, B, G), (1)

In this declaration, somevariables areunderlined.Thesevariables are substitutable.
A substitution for a pattern is a set θ = {V1/T ′

1, . . . , Vn/T ′
n}; when the substitution

2 For reasons of simplicity, we assume that this algorithm does not have additional
parameters.
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is applied to the pattern, all substitutable variables Vi are simultaneously replaced
with corresponding new terms T ′

i as defined in the substitution set θ.
The declarations are used to guide the rewriting of queries. If the formula φ

of a pattern equals part of a query after a substitution, the matched atoms in
the query are replaced with the righthand side of the declaration that matched.

For instance, for the query:

{C|C ∈ decisionTree[< a : integer >, < b : integer >]∧
isLearnedTree(R, C) ∧ acc(C, R) ≥ 10},

we can apply substitution θ={T/C, B/ < a : integer >, G/ < b : integer >, D/R}
to the formula of Equation 1 to obtain a match.

The rewriting proceeds as follows. First, we compute the atoms that were
not matched with the pattern, q − φθ, to make sure that they reoccur in the
rewritten query. Then, we add a new atom (T ∈ fθ) to this set of atoms, which
ranges over the result of a function call as defined by the righthand side of
the matched declaration (we abort the pattern matching if we detect a type
mismatch). Finally, we have to make sure that all variables that ranged over
relations that disappeared in the new query, range over the result of the function
call. This can be achieved by applying a final substitution3.

In our example, after applying substitution θ, we can rewrite the query into

{T |T ∈ dtLearner(R, < a : integer >, < b : integer >) ∧ acc(T, R) ≥ 10}.

For a query that does not contain virtual relations, and for which all functions
are implemented, we can use a straightforward evaluation method, similar to the
evaluation of list comprehensions in programming languages such as Haskell or
Python: first, the atoms are ordered. Then, for every atom T ∈ R (‘generator
expressions’), if R is function call, it is evaluated; for every possible value in
the resulting relation, the remainder of the atoms is evaluated. Other atoms
(‘guard expressions’) are evaluated by performing the necessary function calls
first, and testing the results of the function calls. The lefthand side of the query
is evaluated for every combination of tuples that survives all guards.

5 Primitives and Extensions

In this section, we study a list of possible queries, and investigate how they can
be represented in our language. In this discussion, we will point out whether the
queries are already supported by the sIQL or if the full IQL is required.

Condensed representations. We have seen already that frequent pattern miners
in general can be represented by introducing a type class pattern. Algorithms
3 For reasons of simplicity, we assume there are no name clashes between the attributes

of relations; we assume that the function that is called, returns a tuple that contains
all attributes of the matched relations.
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for mining using condensed representations, such as closed itemsets, can be rep-
resented by including functions

isClosed : (itemset, {itemset}) → boolean,

which checks if an itemset is closed within a certain database, and

closedMiner : ({itemset}, integer) → {itemset},

which returns the set of frequent closed itemsets for a given database and support
threshold. These functions are used in the declaration

{I|I ∈ Itemset, freq(I, R) ≥ T , isClosed(I, R)} ≡ closedMiner(R, T ).

This procedure can be repeated for every kind of condensed representation and
type of pattern. Observe that if the isClosed function is implemented separately,
we have two different ways to evaluate a closed itemset mining query: one option
is to call a closed itemset miner; another option is to call a frequent itemset miner,
and to postprocess the results. It is a matter of optimization which of these two
options is chosen.

A useful feature of IQL could be to introduce templates. It can then be speci-
fied that for a condensed representation, the above mentioned set of two functions
types and one declaration should be provided.

Miners under multiple constraints. Some data mining algorithms are able to
deal with conjunctions of constraints of arbitrary size, for instance, the MolFEA
algorithm [13]. It is obvious that such algorithms are straightforwardly repre-
sented in IQL. Evaluation within the sIQL setting is however difficult, as every
pattern in the pattern matching system has a fixed size. Both a more complicated
pattern matching system and a more complicated typing system are required to
pass variable numbers of constraints to an algorithm.

Top-k pattern miners. A recent branch of research involves that of mining top
k patterns, where the top k patterns are determined according to some convex
measure, such as the χ2 test. One way that a user could specify such a query is

create view V = {< itemset : I, value : χ2(I, D) > |I ∈ Itemset}

{I|I ∈ Itemset ∧ rank(I, V ) ≤ 10}.

Here, χ2 is a function with signature

χ2 : (itemset, {< itemset : itemset, class : string >}) → float;

this function computes the correlation of an itemset in a dataset that contains at
least an itemset attribute and a class attribute. The rank function has signature

rank : (itemset, {< itemset : itemset, value : float >}) → integer
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and returns the position of an itemset in a set of itemsets that is sorted according
to associated floating point values.

The link between a top k pattern miner and a declarative query is formalized
by the declaration

{I|I ∈ Itemset, rank(I, V ) ≤ T} ≡ TopKChi2Miner(D, T )

under the constraint that V is a view of the form {< itemset : I, value :
χ2(I, D) > |I ∈ Itemset}.

A variation of this approach, which allows us to deal with a larger number of
convex measures, is to replace the χ2 function with a general function

applyconvex : (measure, itemset, {< itemset : itemset, class : string >}) → float.

A benefit of using views, is that it is easy to incorporate additional constraints
on top k patterns. For instance, if we are interested in the top k free itemsets,
this can be expressed by modifying the view into

create view V =
{< itemset : I, value : χ2(I, D) > |I ∈ Itemset ∧ isFree(I, D)}

As soon as the user introduces a minimum frequency constraint in the view,

create view V =
{< itemset : I, value : χ2(I, D) > |I ∈ Itemset ∧ freq(I, D) ≥ 10},

a different query evaluation plan can emerge in which the view is first material-
ized; the end result can be obtained by postprocessing the materialized view.

Classification algorithms. We have already seen how a decision tree can be in-
tegrated in IQL. It is easy deal to with further constraints on decision trees.
For instance, if we define the function size : decisiontree[α, β] → integer, this
function can be used in a declaration:

{T |T ∈ DecisionTree[B, G], isLearnedTree(D, T ), size(T ) ≤ M} ≡
dtMaxLearner(D, B, G, M)},

for an appropriate decision tree learner dtMaxLearner.
Observe that if we have two decision tree learners, this query may be evaluated

in two ways:

– the specialized decision tree learner can be used;
– a general decision tree learner can be used, whose output is postprocessed.

In the second approach, the result of the query may be empty if by default
a heuristic decision tree learner is used, and this algorithm finds a tree that
is too large. It is an essential property of many data mining algorithms that
their output is not defined otherwise than through the implementation of the
algorithm itself, while in ordinary databases, the outcome of a query does not
depend on the evaluation strategy (see, for instance, also [15] about this issue). If
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one believes that deterministic behavior is also desirable in inductive databases,
there are several possible solutions:

– we can disallow predicates and declarations that could lead to alternative
query execution plans for heuristic algorithms; for instance, in the case of
decision trees, we could forbid the use of predicates such as isLearnedTree in
favor of predicates such as C4.5;

– if multiple query evaluation plans exist within the database, we execute them
all; the result of the query is the union of all executions.

Our query language also shows that for several kinds of queries on classifica-
tion models currently no solvers exist, for instance:

create view V = {< model : T, value : accuracy(T, D), value2 : size(T ) > |
T ∈ DecisionTree[< A : integer, B : integer >]∧leafsup(T, D) ≥ 2}

{T |T ∈ V ∧ rank(T, V ) ≤ 2}.

This query asks for all decision trees for which the accuracy is maximal and
ties are cut by taking the smallest possible tree. The search space is restricted
to those trees in which each leaf contains at least two examples of the training
data. Similar queries can also be posed for other types of models.

Probabilistic Models. In contrast to classifiers, probabilistic models do not output
a single class, but a probability distribution over a set of target attributes. The
type of the apply function is

apply : (probmodel[α, β], γ) → {< string,float >} (α ⊆ γ, β ⊆ γ >),

and reflects that for every example, a distribution over the class attributes is
returned. The approach for learning probabilistic models is similar to that for
classification models.

Clustering. Clustering algorithm do not target a specific class attribute, but
rather try to find meaningful groups within the data, and can easily be integrated
in IQL. For instance, assume that we have a k-means clustering algorithm that
puts examples into multiple clusters and assigns a degree of membership for each
cluster (for example, according to the distance to the cluster centre). Then the
following declaration formalizes such an algorithm:

{T + L + C | C ∈ KMeansClustering[X],
isClustering(C, R), size(C) = N, T ∈ R, L ∈ apply(C, T )} ≡

kMeansLearner(T , N, X),

where we assume the following function types:

isClustering : (kMeansClustering[α], {β}) → boolean (α ⊆ β)
size : (kMeansClustering[α]) → integer
apply : (kMeansClustering[α], β) →

β ∪ < cluster : integer,membership : float > (α ⊆ β)
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This query attaches to every example the clusters that it is part of, and the
degree of this membership. Observe that in this pattern, learning and prediction
are combined. For many clustering algorithms, it is difficult to separate these
operations. However, if a clustering algorithm generates a model for assigning
clusters to unseen examples, then it can be handled as a classifier or a proba-
bilistic model.

Feature Construction. Once a set of local patterns has been mined, a common
operation is to use the patterns for creating new features for a set of examples.
For instance, for a frequent itemset {A, B} in a relation R, one could add an
attribute AB to R which is true for every tuple that contains {A, B}, and false
otherwise.

To support this operation, we require that two types of functions are supported
by the inductive database. First, a function

name : (type) → string,

is required for every type, which assigns names to data mining objects. We leave
it unspecified whether this name should be interpretable; important is that it if
two objects are not equivalent, they should never be given the same name.

Then, a function

transpose : ({α}, boolean)→{α−β} (β =< name : string, value : boolean>, β ⊆α)

is required. This function groups all tuples in the input relation according to all
attributes other than name and value, and creates a new relation in which new
attributes are added for every name, of which the values are obtained from the
value fields; if no value is available, the default value is used that is a parameter
of the function. An example of the application of the transpose function is given
below.

Id Name Value
1 A true
1 B true
2 A true
2 B false

⇒
Id A B
1 true true
2 true false

Only after a table is created using this function, and the query is finished, its
schema is known.

To be able to create a binary value from a pattern, we assume that a function

covers : (pattern, pattern) → boolean

is provided for patterns. Alternatively, the “⊆” symbol can be used in an infix
notation.
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6 Reasoning

IQL allows one to reason about queries, as [13]. For instance, consider the
sequence:

create table R as { < pattern : S, freq : freq(S, union(D1, D2)) > |
S ∈ Sequence ∧ freq(S, union(D1, D2)) ≥ 5 };

create table R′ as {< pattern : S, freq : freq(S, D1) > |
S ∈ Sequence ∧ freq(S, D1) ≥ 5};

and assume that the queries are posed sequentially. If the inductive querying
system has the following background knowledge,

D1 ⊆ union(D1, D2)
D2 ⊆ union(D1, D2)
D1 ⊆ D2 =⇒ ∀T : freq(T, D1) ≤ freq(T, D2)

Then one can actually see that the answer to the first query is a superset of that
of the second one. Therefore, rather than calling the frequent pattern miner
again for the second query, one might simply go through the result of the first
one to verify which patterns satisfy the second frequency constraint. Examples
of this kind of reasoning, and a deeper discussion of these issues, is provided in
[13]. Observe, however, that the frequencies of all frequent sequences have to be
computed to finally answer the second query, as the frequencies in the second
query may be smaller than in the first.

In IQL, this type of reasoning can be extended to constraints on other do-
mains. For instance, a decision tree with minimum accuracy 0.9 on a dataset R
is also a decision tree with minimum accuracy 0.8 on the same dataset.

Due to its close connection to relational calculus, there are similar optimiza-
tion possibilities in IQL as in relational calculus. For instance, consider this
query:

{T+ < prediction : apply(C, T ) > |
T ∈R∧C ∈DecisionTree[<A : Int>, < B : Int>]∧isLearnedTree(C, R)};

to evaluate this query, the query optimizer should first construct the decision
tree, and then apply it to all examples; it should not choose to construct the
decision tree repeatedly for every example again.

We already pointed out that there can be multiple execution plans if multiple
matching patterns and algorithms are provided. It is possible to perform query
optimization by comparing execution plans.

7 Scenario

IQL should support the description of scenarios [2]. In this section we will demon-
strate a typical scenario, in which a pattern miner is used to find frequent pat-
terns, these frequent patterns are then used to create features, and finally a
classification model is learned.
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The first step in this scenario is easily described. Assume that we have a
database of molecules HIV, and we are looking for subgraphs with a high sup-
port in active molecules, but a low support in the inactive molecules:

create function hiv(d : string) as
{ T− < activity > | T ∈ HIV ∧ T.activity = d }

create table R as
{ S | S ∈ Graph ∧ freq(S, hiv(“active”)) ≥ 10 ∧ freq(S, hiv(“inactive”)) ≤ 10 }

Next, we use the local patterns to create features.

create function f(Data : {< id : integer, graph : graph, activity : string >}) as
transpose(
{< id : T.id, activity : T.activity,name : name(G), value : covers(G, T.graph) > |

T ∈ Data ∧ G ∈ R}, false)

create table Features as f(HIV )

The result of this query is a relation in which columns denote whether a graph
contains a certain subgraph or not. We can build a decision tree for this relation.

create table R′ as
{D|D ∈ DecisionTree[schema(Features)−< id, activity >, < activity : boolean >]

∧ isLearnedTree(D,Features)}.

Here, schema returns the schema of relation Features; the classifier should use
the features in this relation, excluding the id and activity attributes. Finally, we
can use this decision tree to predict the activity of molecules in a dataset HIV′.

create table HIVPredictions as
{T ′+ < pred : apply(D, T ) > |T ∈ f(HIV′)∧D ∈ R′∧T ′ ∈ HIV′ ∧T.id = T ′.id}.

This query shows how using traditional data manipulation operations, we can
associate the prediction of a molecule to its original representation, instead of
its binary feature representation.

8 Extensions of Other Query Languages

In this paper we concentrated on an extension of the tuple relational calculus.
The tuple relational calculus has the advantage that, when writing queries, we do
not need to be concerned with the exact schema of relations. An open question
is to what extent the principles of the IQL can be integrated in other query
languages. In this section, we preliminarily investigate the issues that rise if
we extend other query languages to obtain the same expressive power as the
simplified version of the IQL.
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Domain Relational Calculus. In domain relational calculus, the variables do not
range over tuples in relations, but over values of attributes. Furthermore, it is
common that attributes are identified by their position in tuples, and not by their
names. Our example query for learning a decision tree would be formulated in
domain relational calculus as follows:

create view R′ as { < X1, X2, X3, apply(D, < X1, X1, X3 >) > |
< D >∈ DecisionTree[{1, 2}, {3}] ∧

C4.5(< D >, R)∧ < X1, X2, X3 >∈ R }.

We do not expect many problems to extend sIQL towards domain relational
calculus. More complications can be expected when additional quantifiers and
negations are allowed.

Datalog and Prolog. Datalog differs from domain relational calculus in several
aspects. First, notation wise, the infix predicate ∈ is not used. Second, more
importantly, queries can define new relations recursively. Datalog is therefore
more expressive than either tuple or domain relational calculus.

Our most important extension of the tuple relational calculus consists of
adding functions. One might therefore think that our query language is very
similar to Prolog. Our functions play however a slightly different role than the
functions in Prolog. The functions in our language act as predicates in Prolog,
and transform input into output. Furthermore, our functions can take relations
as input and produce new relations as output. The main point of our pattern
matching mechanism is to rewrite queries such that they use functions that
are implemented in an arbitrary language. In Prolog, this behavior can only be
achieved through the use of meta-predicates (such as call) that can be used to
emulate higher order logics. To illustrate this issue, consider the query which
creates a new table through a function:

create function f(id : Int) as { t − < id > | t ∈ D ∧ t.id = id }
create table F as { < pattern : S, id : V.id, freq : freq(S, f(V.id)) > |

V ∈ ID ∧ S ∈ Sequence ∧ freq(S, f(V.id)) ≥ 10 };

This function repeatedly creates a temporary relation that is passed to another
predicate. A Prolog freq predicate would have to take a formula (query) as
argument and materialize this formula in order to compute the frequency.

Overall, it is already feasible to integrate principles of sIQL in Datalog, but
additional research is required to make this integration smoother.

Algebra. To give relational algebra the same expressive power as sIQL, we face
similar problems as with Datalog. The most obvious way to integrate functions
into the algebra, is to conceive functions as additional operators in the algebra;
after all, we have already pointed out that queries expressed in relational algebra
can be conceived as repeated applications of functions in sIQL. Still, we need
additional formalisms to deal with functions that do not act on relations, or
functions that are repeatedly applied to relations created by another function.
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One way to address this problem is to add a loop operator ι to the relational
algebra. Given a function f(σ1, σ2, . . . , σn), we can define that

operator ιf (R0, R1, . . . , Rn) :
Let < λ1 : τ1, . . . , λm : τm > be the schema of R0
R′ = ∅
for each T ∈ R0 do

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n do
select tuples from Ri such that Ri.λ1 = T.λ1 ∧ . . .∧Ri.λm = T.λm,

for those attributes of T that also occur in Ri

project λ1, . . . , λm away from the selected tuples
store the resulting relation in xi

Let x′ = f(x1, . . . , xn)
R′ = R′ ∪ (T × x′)

return R′

The main idea behind this loop operator is that R0 contains the values of an
iterator, and the relations Ri (i ≥ 1) contain the parameters with which the
function is called for each value of the iterator. For each value of the iterator a
call is performed; the result is stored. If a relation Ri contains multiple rows for
the same iterator value, a relation with multiple tuples is passed to the function.

Given the function f which selects tuples based on their class attribute, we
can now formulate the following query:

σfreq≥10(ιfreq(Sequence × ID, I(Sequence), ιf(ID, V ))),

In this query ιf (ID, V ) creates a relation which for every identifier in ID, stores
the selected part of the dataset V . Relation I(Sequence) is the relation that
associates every sequence with itself. Next ιfreq associates to every combination
of a sequence and an identifier the corresponding frequency. Only those sequences
with a frequency greater than 10 end up in the resulting relation. As this relation
cannot be evaluated due to the infinity of Sequence, it would have to be rewritten
into

ιfrequentSequenceMiner (ID, 10, ιf(ID, V )).

How such rewriting can be achieved, and if there is an automatic way of rewriting
sIQL in a well-specified relational algebera, is an open question which we will
not address further in this paper.

9 Conclusions

We presented a relational calculus for data mining. A key ingredient was the
inclusion of functions. This allowed us to integrate a large set of algorithms into
IQL, including classification algorithms and clustering algorithms.

The inclusion of functions in the calculus has major other consequences. Com-
mon operators in relational algebra, such as join and project, can also be con-
ceived as functions. We have seen that our language is more powerful than a
relational algebra to which functions are added.
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To evaluate queries, we proposed the use of pattern matching, which is common
in many other declarative programming languages. We investigated how several
common data mining operations can be expressed as queries in our calculus, and
found that most algorithms can be integrated by making the pattern matching
language more powerful. One could argue that the power of the declarative
languages is determined by the power of its pattern matching language. We
provided a concrete evaluation strategy for a simplified version of the IQL.

Even though IQL was presented in a rather informal way, we believe that IQL
can already be used as a description language and interface to a wide variety of
data mining algorithms and techniques in a uniform and theoretically appealing
way. The authors would also like to herewith invite other groups interested in the
development of inductive query languages to describe their favorite constraint
based mining tools within IQL.
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